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AP® ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
2017 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 2
General Directions: This scoring guide is designed so that the same performance expectations are
applied to all student responses. It will be useful for most of the essays, but if it seems inappropriate for a
specific essay, assistance should be sought from the Table Leader. The Table Leader should always be
shown books that seem to have no response or that contain responses that seem unrelated to the question.
A score of 0 or — should not be assigned without this consultation.
The essay’s score should reflect an evaluation of the essay as a whole. Students had only 40 minutes to
read and write; the essay, therefore, is not a finished product and should not be judged according to
standards appropriate for an out-of-class assignment. The essay should be evaluated as a draft, and
students should be rewarded for what they do well. The evaluation should focus on the evidence and
explanations that the student uses to support the response; students should not be penalized for taking a
particular perspective.
All essays, even those scored 8 or 9, may contain occasional lapses in analysis, prose style, or mechanics.
Such features should enter into the holistic evaluation of an essay’s overall quality. In no case should a
score higher than a 2 be given to an essay with errors in grammar and mechanics that persistently
interfere with understanding of meaning.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
9 − Essays earning a score of 9 meet the criteria for the score of 8 and, in addition, are especially
sophisticated in their argument, thorough in their development, or impressive in their control of
language.
8 − Effective
Essays earning a score of 8 effectively analyze* how Luce uses this introduction to prepare the audience
for her message. They develop their analysis with evidence and explanations that are appropriate and
convincing, referring to the passage explicitly or implicitly. The prose demonstrates a consistent ability to
control a wide range of the elements of effective writing but is not necessarily flawless.
7 − Essays earning a score of 7 meet the criteria for the score of 6 but provide more complete
explanation, more thorough development, or a more mature prose style.
6 − Adequate
Essays earning a score of 6 adequately analyze how Luce uses this introduction to prepare the audience
for her message. They develop their analysis with evidence and explanations that are appropriate and
sufficient, referring to the passage explicitly or implicitly. The writing may contain lapses in diction or
syntax, but generally the prose is clear.
5 − Essays earning a score of 5 analyze how Luce uses this introduction to prepare the audience for her
message. The evidence and explanations used to develop their analysis may be uneven, inconsistent, or
limited. The writing may contain lapses in diction or syntax, but it usually conveys the student’s ideas.
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AP® ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
2017 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 2 (continued)
4 − Inadequate
Essays earning a score of 4 inadequately analyze how Luce uses this introduction to prepare the
audience for her message. These essays may misunderstand the passage, misrepresent the strategies
Luce uses, or analyze these strategies insufficiently. The evidence and explanations used to develop their
analysis may be inappropriate, insufficient, or unconvincing. The prose generally conveys the student’s
ideas but may be inconsistent in controlling the elements of effective writing.
3 − Essays earning a score of 3 meet the criteria for the score of 4 but demonstrate less success in
analyzing how Luce uses this introduction to prepare the audience for her message. They are less
perceptive in their understanding of the passage or Luce’s strategies, or the evidence and
explanations used to develop their analysis may be particularly limited or simplistic. The essays
may show less maturity in control of writing.
2 − Little Success
Essays earning a score of 2 demonstrate little success in analyzing how Luce uses this introduction to
prepare the audience for her message. The student may misunderstand the prompt, misread the passage,
fail to analyze the strategies Luce uses, or substitute a simpler task by responding to the prompt
tangentially with unrelated or inaccurate explanation. The prose often demonstrates consistent
weaknesses in writing, such as grammatical problems, a lack of development or organization, or a lack of
control.
1 − Essays earning a score of 1 meet the criteria for the score of 2 but are undeveloped, especially
simplistic in their explanation, or weak in their control of language.
0 – Indicates an off-topic response, one that merely repeats the prompt, an entirely crossed-out response, a
drawing, or a response in a language other than English.
— Indicates an entirely blank response.
* For the purposes of scoring, analysis means explaining the rhetorical choices an author makes in an
attempt to achieve a particular effect or purpose.
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AP® ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
2017 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 2
Overview
Question 2, the rhetorical analysis question, asked students to explain the choices made by the writer or
speaker of the passage provided. Though it is not considered an “argument question,” it asked students to
take a position on what choices the writer or speaker makes. The question’s intent was to see how well
students understand the rhetorical situation of the passage’s writer or speaker and how these choices
address this situation. In other words, the question asked that students understand the purpose of the
writer’s or speaker’s text, who the audience of this text is, what the relationship is between that audience
and the writer/speaker, and what the audience’s attitude might be toward the writer’s/speaker’s purpose.
With this understanding, the passage then required students to articulate how the rhetor’s choices
address those complex relationships. The 2017 Question 2 passage was Clare Boothe Luce’s introduction
to her 1960 speech given at the Women’s National Press Club. The passage offered students abundant
opportunities to analyze how Luce uses the introduction to her speech to, as the task stated, “prepare the
audience for her message.” The passage and task, which reflect the language of the Course Description in
terms of the study and teaching of rhetorical analysis, challenged students to think about how Luce
managed her difficult task (of being asked to speak about problems with the press) with her audience of
fellow journalists, the very people she would be criticizing.
Sample: 2A
Score: 8
This essay effectively analyzes how Luce uses the introduction of her speech to prepare the audience for her
message. The essay develops an effective analysis with evidence and explanations that include a convincing
explanation of the rhetorical context. The opening paragraph presents a series of choices that Luce makes to
prepare the audience: “she employs the fact that they invited her there to speak, a strong consideration for
their feelings, praises of their profession, and a clear plea for open mindedness.” The second paragraph
effectively explains Luce’s “paradox about being happy and challenged” and convincingly analyzes how
Luce “makes her intentions clear, before even stating her argument.” The third paragraph presents an
effective analysis of how Luce’s “self-deprication” [sic] and use of humor make the audience “more likely to
accept her claims.” The penultimate (fifth) paragraph presents a convincing and appropriate analysis of
journalists’ shared concern for “truthfulness and honesty.” Additionally, this paragraph explains how Luce
invokes journalists’ duty to state the truth to prepare the audience for her criticism. Despite occasional flaws,
the essay consistently demonstrates control of the elements of effective writing.
Sample: 2B
Score: 6
This essay adequately analyzes how Luce uses the introduction of her speech to prepare the audience for her
message. The second paragraph notes that Luce “emphasizes the difficulty of her position” and offers
sufficient evidence and explanation to support this point. The third paragraph sufficiently explains how Luce,
after “stating the difficulty of delivering a controversial speech,” navigates her difficult rhetorical situation by
“cleverly proceed[ing] to place the responsibility on the audience” for her presence as an invited speaker and
by emphasizing journalists’ crucial role as truth-tellers (e.g., “reminding them of the basic values of their
occupation”). Throughout, the student correctly identifies Luce’s rhetorical choices (e.g., “Luce finishes her
introduction with a compliment to the U.S. press”) and supports examples with adequate discussion and
appropriate explanation (e.g., “This way, Luce does not present herself entirely as an enemy to her
audience”). The prose contains some lapses in diction and syntax but is generally clear.
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2017 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 2 (continued)
Sample: 2C
Score: 4
This essay inadequately analyzes how Luce uses the introduction of her speech to prepare the audience for
her message, starting with a vague, terse opening paragraph (Luce “seems to be a passionate journalist
who … uses persuasive rhetoric”). In the second paragraph, the first example of Luce’s words (i.e., “‘I am less
happy than you might think’”) is misrepresented as Luce’s intention “to point out a weakness or flaw that is
bothering her.” The paragraph then offers an unconvincing explanation for Luce’s “rock thrower” analogy as
“a metaphor for how she is about to reveal and shame the presses [sic] weaknesses”). The third and fourth
paragraphs consist mostly of vague, insufficient paraphrases of Luce’s speech. Overall, the essay
inadequately represents Luce’s strategies, whether by misrepresenting them or by failing to sufficiently
analyze them. The prose mostly conveys the student’s ideas but does not consistently control the elements of
writing.
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